Track’em awarded third Downer contract for tracking and
inspecting materials
Downer will use Track’em’s cloud-based software to track materials on a large Coal Seam Gas (CSG) facility.

Trackem Pty Ltd (Track’em), leader in cloud-based tracking technology, is pleased to announce that they have signed a third contract with Downer
this year. Under the new contract, Downer will use Track’em’s cloud-based software for materials tracking for development and maintenance work on
a large Coal Seam Gas (CSG) facility.
Downer will use Track’em to increase visibility and control of all components involved with the fabrication, assembly, logistics and installation of CSG
wellhead skids. This includes status and location monitoring of parts as they move across supply chain partners globally and digitising document
collation and inspections.
“We have helped Downer on multiple complex projects already and this is another great win contributing to our commitment to deliver high-value
enterprise resource tracking,” said Kashif Saleem, founder and CEO, Track’em.
“The successful delivery of CSG wellhead skids involves suppliers and fabricators from all around the world,” said Joshua Amos, Contract Manager at
Downer. “Software such as Track’em make the global supply chain processes simpler and being a cloud-based system gives visibility to all
stakeholders anywhere, which is a benefit in complex projects.”
The implementation of the system is currently underway and full use will commence by all parties this month.
About Track’em
Track’em is the leading provider of cloud-based tracking software in the resources and construction industries. By tracking assets, materials and time,
Track’em provides control and drives efficiency during construction and maintenance projects.
Headquartered in Perth, Australia, Track’em has tracked over 10 million items in engineering and construction projects across the world’s largest
mining, and oil and gas projects, helping assets owners, engineering companies and contractors deliver projects on time and budget.
Learn about the 10 steps for implementating a materials tracking system.
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